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Abstract -

Recently mobile use is general to everyone, now a day’s mobile is one of the basic needs of human being.
Currently Touchscreen handheld devices are more popular because they have large storage capacity, fast internet
access, high portability and user friendly. Number of peoples uses touchscreen mobile phones, tablets, PDA’s for the
different purposes such as accessing online data, net banking, storing personal data [bank account details, contact
numbers , official data etc] . If such mobile is lost or stolen then it can be misuse by other peoples and also there is
problem for recovering such the data. Hence providing security for such Smartphone devices, we are survey the
techniques which provide security to the Smartphone devices. In this paper we are going to do survey the continuous
mobile authentication process and techniques which are used for mobile authentication. We survey FAST (Finger
gestures Authentication System using Touchscreen) technique for touchscreen mobile device authentication.
Keywords- Hand-held device, touch-screen Device, user authentication, FAST.
I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Definition of mobile handheld devices:
Any handheld device that operates to hold, store, process, and access data, including smartphones, cellphones,
tablets, or personal digital assistants (PDAs) used to conduct university business [4].
Today's phones already enable contactless payments, mobile wallets and mobile banking, and these changes are
the indication the need for secure services that can be performed wirelessly or with a Smartphone [3]. Smartphone,
tablets and other mobile devices continue to propagate and provide users with powerful, mobile network, multimedia
computing options, hence the need to secure them. According to the handheld devices definition they are use for the
storing data, accessing data that will be personal or social data. Recently the use of hand held devices increases because it
provide large storage capacity also fast internet access speed. The study of over 6,000,000 passwords, 91% of all user
passwords belong to a list of just 1,000 common passwords (e.g., 8.5% users use either “password” or “123456” as their
passwords) [2]. Moreover, the additional hardware cost makes standard biometric authentication techniques to be still
unpopular on mobile devices .Any handheld device that is used in combination with Cornell activities, including retrieval
of email or calendar data must be configured so that it can be locked or erased if it is lost or stolen. To concentrate on the
pressing demand for a more secure and user friendly mobile authentication solution technological advances in computing
and I/O capabilities as well as network connectivity are shifting the focus from PCs to mobile devices.
Market analysis predicts that in 2015 there will be 1.5 billion smartphones and 640 million tablets in use
worldwide [1], currently number of companies, universities, and colleges’ uses portable Touchscreen mobile devices
such as Smartphone’s, Tablets, and laptops. Handheld devices are suitable to carry anywhere in the world and also it can
be access everywhere so the popularity of hand held devices increases also the security issues are consider for increasing
the popularity as mobile devices is easily lost or stolen, security of such devices is most important because we use such
devices to store personal data, official data which is confidential to user. If it stolen then confidentiality of that user is lost
and unauthorized user can misuse that information. Thus, the continuous or implicit authentication approach, which
intelligently monitors and analyzes the user-device interaction to ensure the correct user, it can either complement the
point based authentication or even substitute it if the approach satisfies particular accuracy requirements [2]. Touch
traces are affected by two biometric features, i.e., the user hand geometry and the muscle behavior. The variations of
biometric characteristics have the potential to provide user differentiation [8].
II. BACKGROUND
2.1 Touch Based Continuous Mobile Authentication
Today’s in market there is number of Smartphone uses the pattern gesture security. They provide only single
gesture pattern to the authentication, such single pattern authentication provide at the entry level only and the security of
such Smartphone is not strong so for providing strong security, we need a continuous mobile authentication . Our basic
aim to provide the strong security in Touch screen mobile devices.
Gesture reorganization uses the pattern matching process for the authentication in the number of Smartphone’s
that capture the specific pattern and compare with new one. If new pattern match with the captured ones then it give the
authentication to the user but this will not be provide strong authentication to the user because suppose that device or
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mobile is lost or stolen then any one can guess such pattern and crack that pattern gesture easily and it can misuse that
handheld device. This can be happen because of there is only single gesture pattern and only entry level authentication
process is available

.
In pattern or gesture reorganization Patterns or gestures are the user specific and used for detecting the mobile users.
Here the touch input gestures classified into three categories: touch gestures (e.g., flick, spread, pinch, drag, and tap)
virtual typing (e.g., typing using a touch screen based keyboard, entering a phone number using touch); and touch Based
drawing (e.g., drawing shapes using fingers). For each category, user specific features can be extracted from traces
collected from a device touch screen, in this paper we mostly concentrate on only the touch gestures and the different
type of touch gestures are shown in the fig.-1.In general when we start to use the biometric features for security at that
time the basic processes is used in which we store the biometric feature firstly and compare when we want to authenticate
the user.
Figure-2 shows the basic working of mobile authentication process, touchsceen is used for taking the input from
the user that should be works by using touchsceen driver and API. The event capture module capture the gesture from the
user and extract it with the enrolled gesture .Touch gesture engine provide the validation of new gesture for the
authentication. If it matches then it provide authentication to the user if it does not match then abort the authentication.

Fig. 1 The overview of the continuous mobile authentication system
III. THE FAST FRAMEWORK AND DESIGN
We know current Smartphone authentication process is at entry level only and it take only single gesture to
authenticate the user. FAST (Finger gesture Authentication system using Touchscreen) is a touch gesture based user
authentication system. It focuses on the post-login user authentication figure-2 shows the how the authentication process
works and figure-1 shows some gesture samples. FAST authenticate the user continuously. FAST framework consists of
the touchscreen for entering the gestures, sensor glove for reading the dots at the time of gesture drawing.
3.1 Touch Gestures
FAST collects elected touch gesture information including gesture their type, X and Y coordinates, directions of the
finger motion, speed of finger motion, pressure at each sampled touch point and the distance between multi-touch
points .We select only the six most frequent and useful gestures: DU (Down to Up) swipe, UP (Up to Down) swipe, LR
(Left to right) swipe, RL (right to left) swipe, zoom in, and zoom-out. Since a Smartphone user may apply different
levels of touch pressure at different stages of a touch gesture FAST also divides each gesture into three parts, (i) Start of
a touch motion, (ii) the main touch motion, which are the longest segment and (iii) the end of a touch motion.[9].
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Fig.3 –Sample Gesture patterns [7]
In above samples of gestures in figure3- (a), figure (b), figure(c) number of patterns is considered. For each
trace pressure is calculated by considering the number of dots glow at the time of gesture is draw. This process of
calculation of pressure is simple and it calculated depends on the glow of dots. The glove provides X, Y, and Z axis
pointed rate information, pitch and roll of finger movements, for a total of 36 additional features. It uses these features to
validate and complement touch gesture extracted features, for the user authentication process that occurs during normal
Smartphone interactions.
3.2 FAST (Finger gesture Authentication system using Touchscreen)
FAST extracts steady touch pressure, minor/major ratio, steady finger moving speed, and acceleration/deacceleration speed as features. FAST uses a digital sensor glow to collect this information. FAST collects, separates and
stores the above three types of data, into two databases. One database is used for training classifiers and the other for
testing the trained classifiers. Collected touch inputs are split FAST uses classifiers to classify different mobile touch
screen devices data it uses three classifications Algorithms, (i) Decision tree (ii) Random Forest and (iii) Bayes net
classifier[9].
FAST store, separate and collect the all three type data which are required for the user authentication in the
mobile into two databases. The database uses the three classifier algorithms for sorting the data collected from the user.
FAST uses the results of the classifiers for the improving the security of the mobile. FAST provide the security to mobile
by using the post-login stage, FAST extracts touch gesture and digital sensor glove features and uses them to authenticate
the mobile user. FAST take more care about to maintain a proper balance of the FAR (False Acceptance Rate) and FRR
(False Rejection Rate) values. Due to the continuous monitoring and sequential authentication process the FRR is
maintained for improving the efficiency of the mobile security.
FAST uses two metrics: (i) the Touch Sequence Length (TSL), the length of touch input sequences (ii) The
Authentication Threshold (AT), for aggregating results. The AT metric is used to provide the lower bound on the touch
sequence length: If the number of accepted touch inputs during one sequence is below the threshold, FAST considers that
the current user is unauthorized and invokes an explicit authentication process. FAST continuously monitors the
authenticity of the mobile user in a user transparent fashion. FAST achieves this by intercepting touch gestures and
virtual typing inputs, and strives to achieve a low FRR. The post-login stage, due to the constant user monitoring and
frequent transparent authentication based on touch gestures and sensor glove inputs.
IV. SEQUENCE BASD GESTURE AUTHENTICATION
In sequence based gesture authentication firstly user provides a more than one gestures to the touchscreen Smartphone
devices and a sequence or order is given to the each gesture this data is stored in the database. There is time threshold is
given between each gesture is sixty seconds and it also considers the pressure of the trace at the time of gesture draw.
The pressure is calculated by using sensor glow which calculated on the number of dots or pixels are glow at the time of
trace draw. When user use their Smartphone device at that time user require to give more than one gesture and their
order within the time threshold if all these three thing are match with the registered things then user will be authenticate
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otherwise user will be considered as unauthorized user and his access will be denied. This process helps to provide the
strong security because more than one gesture provide to the mobile authentication.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper is the review of the continuous mobile authentication using a multiple gesture in touchscreen
handheld devices with the FAST (Finger gestures Authentication System using Touchscreen) authentication technique,
this proposed system provides the strong security to the touch based handheld devices by using sequence of multiple
gesture and time limitation.
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